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1  Introduction

on single-family houses is a well-established and integrated solution, there have been relatively few such installations 

-

ment buildings - are becoming the largest energy consumers globally. Hence, to address the energy-climate challenge 

-

considered. 

Publications in the literature address solar generation in multiple ways. Up to now, the studies focus on topics like grid 

parity  or grid integration concepts6. In the recent years, advanced concepts and alloca-

tion schemes have been developed for microgrids , often times using game theoretical approaches10, 11, 12. 
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Consequentially, we will further improve these applications and develop a framework for apartment houses. While 

many studies are dealing with multiple households and DERs, our study will focus on one solar generation plant in 

combination with a battery as a shared energy resource one apartment building. The novelty of this work is that we 

-

local generation and consumption. We will apply the model to a typical apartment building, under different technical 

grid energy resources. 

The paper is organized in following way. In Section 2, we will introduce a framework for sharing DERs in an apart-

2  Methodology

The proposed methodology addresses one single apartment house with              consumers and             periods13. Figure 

   (which 

-

ditional battery are possessed by an owner who is interested in maximizing the operational revenues

function and thirdly formulate a bi-level optimization model as shown in Figure 1.

addresses one single apartment house with  consum

include two types of player
ers and 

two types of players, 

The proposed 

 pe

rs are characterized by demand ,q  (which has to be supplied by either local 
utility function i

13 In this paper the temporal resolution is at hour interval, while higher resolutions are conceivable for future investigations. 
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of the model�s setup. While the owner is modeled as the upper level of  

2.1  Consumer utility model

, consumers are not only interested in minimizing the costs of electricity consumption, rather 

cost reduction16, emission reduction17

could be expressed as

whereas the signs of costs   and       emissions   are negative because the consumer is interested in minimizing/reducing 

this values. The value for                 is positive, as consumers do have interests in maximizing/increasing this value. We 

introduced the parameters       and    -

fore, the corresponding units are                         and                               . These two parameters allow each consumer 

 i i i i i i   (1  

i  and and i i  are negative

The value for i i  is posi

and i

E and i  to express the consumers� pre

ts are CO2$/kgE

i  and 

express his preferences easily

preferences into monetary units, such as 

 and OSG$/kWhi . Th

easily. E.g., the authors are thinking of 

16 The procurement of the commodity electricity is linked with costs, while consumers are interested in reducing them. 

17 Consumers are interested in reducing their carbon footprint and therefore value green electricity.
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Figure 2. Simple representation of a Smartphone app allowing the consumer to express their preferences. 

while        and       are price and quantity of grid consumption,        and         is the quantity of solar and battery con-

sumption with a corresponding price level of       .

2.2  Owner revenues

For the sake of simplicity, local generation is operated by an owner, not a third party. The owner is interested in maxi-

We will investigate discriminatory auctions, resulting in individual consumer prices, only. Different auction schemes 

  .
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G  and  and ,

G
q  are price and quantity of grid consumption, are price and quantity of grid consumption, ,q  and  and ,
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q  is the 

price level of , . 
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a market price of 
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2.3  Bi-level optimization model 

Subsequently, we developed an optimization model for local energy sharing. It is a bi-level optimization model (in the 

literature20,21

battery, a higher number or restrictions are necessary. 

The MPEC is formulated as

  (  

20

21
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i

 

represents the backstop option in the case of a surplus generation. Two situations as shown: While case  

(a) with                                   shows case (b)                                  . 

22, and a comprehensive 

23. The equation 

. Consequently, the preferences 

may be negative too , as                    . 

 *

, ,   (  

i

rate ,

G . C

, as ,i i

i

22 , 2017

23

 This is understandable as the consumer  

willing to sell to this consumer, as long as                  . 

This is understandable as the consumer i  is only willing to consumer local generation if it�s price is lower than the generation
*

,
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Figure 3 shows the merit order, which will be used by the owner for clearing purposes. Market price       

. Emission reduction and on-site 

generation markups are added to the utility rate       26

ranked according to their willingness to pay    

 

            

3  Illustrative example

from Massachusetts, measured by NREL27

16.6 kWp. This plant size is equivalent to a roof area of 100 m² 

Tesla Powerwalls . For the utility rate, we assume two scenarios30, 31: 

� Flat tariff -

tion. 

� Real-time pricing (RTP)

low, base 

and high32. Other essential inputs of the model are the emissions of grid procurement. We are using the marginal emis-

CO2
/MWh, Lignite 

with 1100 kg
CO2 CO2 CO2 CO2

/

MWh. 

-

emissions are highest at periods of Lignite generation. 

Figure 3 shows the merit 

price  de

to the utility rate ,

G 26

their willingness 

the owner applies 

to pay *

,

generation
*

,

 Under the assumption of                   and                      .

26 For the sake of simplicity, utility rate of all consumers is equal, as               . 

27

national solar radiation database,� 

https://www.tesla.com/powerwall

30 http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/

31 https://www.powersmartpricing.org

32

                                                 

Under the assumption of ,  and 

he sake of simplicity, utility rate of all consumers is equal, as 

and ,
i i

. . 

utility rate of all consumers is equal, as 

. 

utility rate of all consumers is equal, as 
,

G G  . 

N. Blair et al., �System Advisor Model, SAM 2014.1.14: General Description� (NREL/TP
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In the previous section, we introduced the weights for emissions       and OSG          . Consequentially, we will assume 

following two scenarios for consumer preferences: 

� Green consumers:  

� OSG consumers: 

The model was implemented in the Python framework Pyomo33 and solved by Gurobi 7.0.2 . 

issions 
E

i  
E

and OSG i . 

Green consumers: 2

E
 and 0,i . 

OSG consumers: i  and 0,E

i . 

 

Figure 4. Marginal emissions of three representative days resulting from a static merit order.

4  Results and discussion

In the following section, we apply the model, introduced in Section 2, on the data of Section 3. Firstly, we will show 

possible effects on the system. 

-

of this section shall mainly identify coherencies between model inputs, parameters, and outputs. 

4.1  Energy allocation of one illustrative day

6 values emission reduction most, weights for emission reduction are decreased up to consumer 1. Consequentially, 

Figure 3. 

-

33 William E. Hart et al., 

 Gurobi Optimization Inc., http://www.gurobi.com 
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4.2  Effect on the consumers� utility and the owner�s revenues

value to the applied price. The effect of this allocation is shown in Figure 6. 

have any revenues. On the other side, the consumers do have a negative utility, because energy consumption results in 

in Section 3, consumer 1 values emission reduction lowest, whereas consumer 6 values emission reduction highest. 

Therefore, consumer 6 is affected from local emission mostly. 
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weight changed. The owner set the prices for consumers by applying. On the one hand, local generation is reduced, but 

to status quo. 

revenues on the left-hand side. 

 

Figure 6. Owner revenues (left) and utility of consumer 1-6 (right). With and without DER (consisting of PV  

4.3  Prices for locally generated electricity for discriminatory and uniform auctions

The following results address the questions about how the local discriminatory prices for the consumers look. The 

emission reduction is dependent on time as           , while markups for OSG      

unique. On the other hand, any weights for OSG have a permanent effect. 

show the prices applied to the consumers. 

time as 
G G

, while markups for OSG i  are 
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Figure 7. Local prices          for green consumers and all scenarios. 

 

Figure 8. Local prices          for OSG consumers and all scenarios. 
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4.4  Effects on the system

� Peak load: the peak load of grid consumption, as                                .

� Peak-to-Average Ratio: the ratio of peak load to average grid consumption                           

                        with      as a number of time periods. 

�      and grid consumption and wholesale 

market price            . 

� Emissions caused by grid consumption. 

RTP. The reason is that the battery is charged via the grid during zero-emission periods36, which can cause an increase 

even in peak load periods37 -

tion   

-

COT is a summer peaking system

price, we see a reduction in the scenarios base and high and an increase for the scenario low. It is a result of reduced 

-

ing. 

renewable generation is a zero-emission technology , emissions are reduced. For the low scenario, no further emission 

-

tion could be achieved for the base scenario, as coal-based generation could be substituted. 

the peak load of grid consumption, as ,max
G

G

i
. 

,

G
G , deconsumption 

G

T
defined as 

G G

i i
 with with T  as 

,
 and grid 

and wholesale market price 
,

. 

consumption.  

, which can cause an increase even in peak load periods . 

While the average consumption 
G

                         with the mean value     and    , the expected value         and the covariance      and      .

36

emission reduction based battery charging algorithms. 

37 -

ods with low grid emission too.  

efined as 
,

 with the mean value 

 and . 

with the mean value  and  and , the expected value ...E  and the covariance 

The authors are aware that feasible battery cha

and the covariance  and  and . 
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5  Conclusions

In this work, we have developed a mathematical framework for sharing distributed energy resources. We described 

-

Consequentially, we applied the proposed model to an illustrative example. The results indicate that the framework is 

-

mechanisms. 

allowing the consumers to express their preferences for different criteria, an improved allocation of energy is achieved. 

In the case that consumers are not willing to pay more than the utility rate, the framework gives the same price to local 

 

Figure 9. Effects on the system for green (left) and OSG consumers (right). 

 

Figure 10. Emissions for green (left) and OSG consumers (right).
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system. The proposed algorithm captures the local competition among the consumers for green and locally generated 

-

sidered in the current algorithm and is an interesting direction for future research. 

-

est-payer takes most of it!�.

Appendix: Nomenclature
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